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Concessions – We Fed an Army !!
By Jim Loiselle- EndZone Editor - e-mail: jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Our concession directors Michelle Lessard and Jay Twardosky are taking a few days off for some rest and
relaxation. They along with Wildcat VP Rick Lessard and a whole bunch of volunteers did the almost impossible in
a four day span.
The logistics to this are just amazing. The team collected all the Wildcat equipment including tents, grilles, fry-olators, tables, cash registers, cheese machines, pop-corn makers, coffee makers, propane tanks………bins of
supplies, ice, and food, and more food, and even more food and set up on the Town Common. After Saturday,
they tore it all down and moved everything back to LHS to set up for our Sunday home games. WOW !!!
Food. Here is a partial list of what the Wildcats Concession sold between OHD and Game Day #1
600+ hamburgers – and 20 lbs of cheese for the cheese burgers
400+ hot dogs
If you had a hamburger
Over 1,000 hamburger & hot dog rolls
or hot dog you enjoyed
120+ lbs of French fries
them on a fresh roll.
120+ lbs of chicken fingers
Special thanks to the
25 cases of Gatorade
MUFFIN MAN who
30 cases of soda
donated all the rolls for
20 cases of water…..100’s of pounds of ice
the week !!!!
320 lbs of propane
Candy….nachos…….snacks

Our concession would not have been the success it was
without YOU our volunteers. Hats off to everyone who
helped !!
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You read the above correct, 320 pounds of propane !!
The Wildcat grilles and two fry-o-lators were running
overtime trying to keep up with the orders of fresh
burgers, hot dogs, fries and chicken fingers.
If you had to fill/exchange 21 tanks of propane (that’s
about 320 lbs) the cost of that at the hardware store
would be over $420………
Another SPECIAL THANKS to Rymes Propane & Oil
This year as well as all of last year Rymes is providing
all of our propane for free. You heard that correct – for
free !!
The Wildcats thank all of our sponsors who provide
support to the organization. Rymes Propane & Oil
along with the “Muffin Man” are but a few of our
sponsors who help the Wildcats and we couldn’t do it
without all of their help.

Fishercat Pictures
By Robert Frank – Wildcat Photojournalist - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org
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8U Rocks the Vikings
By Ray Barone - Wildcat Sr. Sports Writer
e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org
The Londonderry Wildcat 8U team took little time in taking control of the
game against the NorRock Vikings of Raymond. #59 Reagan Fitzgerald
started running and never stopped. Reagan scored on runs of 22, 37, and
31 yards – just in the first half. With 2 EP runs by #87 Sullivan Daron the
Cats pulled ahead 20 to 0 early in the 2nd quarter.
Left – as he did all day Reagan ‘stiff arms’ his way through the defense

#89 Jordan Ball, #4 Connor Beaudet, and #11 Joshua Wheeler had
tackles for loss. #19 Kamron Weeks put in a rock-solid defensive effort
with a quarterback sack and 3 solo tackles.
Did you know……that in youth football a run after TD earns one
point…….while a kick after TD allows two points. Youth football
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recognizes the skill it takes to kick the ball through the uprights and awards two points for that effort. In youth
football it is very-rare to see a kick and even rarer when they make it !!
Regan Fitzgerald would score again (Daron EP run) and pull the Cats ahead 27 to 0 at the half. Taking off where
he left off Reagan, who would rush for 200+ total yards, would score on a 78 yard TD run officially ending the game
in the 3rd quarter with the Londonderry 33 to 0 victory
Right – the defense swarms to get their man……

Did you know……In AYF youth football whenever one team is
28 or more points ahead, the game is officially over. The final
score is recorded at that time. The teams continue to play a
controlled scrimmage with a running clock for the rest of the
game. All rules continue to apply including MPR requirements
and the offense of the winning side is further restricted in the
types of plays/offense they can run.
You may have noticed we set the score board to read a
Londonderry 1 to 0 victory. That too is according to the lopsided score rule and just good sportsmanship !

Your team/squad missing
a picture ?
Your team/squad missing a
story in the EZ ?
Well send us your pictures our
stories. Submit your stories or
pictures and we will review to
print in the EndZone !!

10U Cats Fly Over the Vikings
By Oscar Madison - Wildcat Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org
Having watched the start of the game it looked like this
match-up would be a barn burner. Both teams through
the first 5 minutes of play showed exactly how fast they
were. Londonderry would show they were indeed much
faster on both offense and defense.
Right – the “d-unit” waits for NorRock to line up

In just one quarter and a half……the defense would
overwhelm NorRock. #75 Tyler Miles would record 3
solo tackles all for a loss. #2 Quinton Delorey would
recover a fumble and have 4 solo stops (one for loss).
#1 Camden Brutus would record a QB sack along with 3
solo tackles.
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Defensively #8 Michael Palma, #24 Charles Lantz, #32 Isaac
Proctor and #84 Jaydon Navarro would each make key stops.
Both teams were also hobbled by penalties. Londonderry alone
in 2 quarters would get 5 penalties for 35 total yards.
The offense kicked into high gear with the first score of the day a
66 yard TD run by #10 Jake Perron and later the first quarter
Cam Brutus (right) would connect with Jaydon Navarro on a
pretty 32 yard TD pass on the right seam to put the Cats up 12 to
0.
Quinton Delorey (below – left) would score on a 30 yard TD run to
open the second quarter and then add to the score a few
moments later on a 64 yard TD run. Cam Brutus would put the
game away with 4 minutes in the first half on a 9 yard TD run.
The game would end there with a 31 to 0 Londonderry lop-sided
victory.

Above right – the “big guys” on the offensive line get ready for a play……..ready-down-set……..

Reminder - Wildcat Night at LHS Lancers
By Will Kullman – Football Director - e-mail: Will.Kullman@lyfs.org
The Londonderry Lancer Varsity Football staff and players would like you to join them
Wednesday, September 7 for Wildcat Night with the team. Food will be provided and all
Wildcats will be able to picnic and view the varsity practice from the field or bleachers.
RSVP is not needed so please show up and enjoy this opportunity to picnic with the players
and staff.
When: Wednesday Sept, 7
Where: Lancer Stadium Field LHS
Time 6-8PM
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9U Wildcats & Huskies in Defensive Struggle
By Pepper Dennis - Wildcat Sports Writer - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org
The old adage goes that offense scores points and defense wins
games. This was a defensive back and forth struggle and just two
plays made the difference in the final outcome.
The Wildcats defense made the first big play on the initial series
when #70 Ethan Wheeler (right – who also did kick-offs) covering up
a Plymouth fumble. The Cats could not take advantage gaining
only 3 yards and giving the ball back to Plymouth on downs. On
the next series Plymouth capped off a time consuming drive with a
50 yard TD run and EP that pulled them ahead 7 to 0.
On the ensuing kick-off #52 Carson
Palma (left) blasted through the initial line
of blockers and twisted his way down field
for a 64 yard TD run. At the end of the
first quarter the Cats were down by one to Plymouth.
Defensively in the 2nd quarter the Cats put on the pressure. #13 Camden Arbogast
stopped the Husky back on a 4th and 2 play. #33 Colby Walden also made a critical tackle
for loss stalling another Plymouth drive. The Cats could not take advantage of the
defensive stops. With 90 seconds left in the half Plymouth, on a broken play, scored to pull
ahead 13 to 6.
Defensively Londonderry was lead by #99 Code Gray who had 7 total tackles with one for
loss and #8 Samuel Ogden with 6 solo tackles. Adding to the defensive push was #52
Carson Palma with 3 solo tackles (one for loss); and #21 Jacob Mclory, #33 Colby Walden,
and #42 Paul Binder with 2 solo tackles each.
On the opening drive of the 3rd quarter #8 Sam Ogden completed a 15 yard pass to #33
Colby Walden followed by a 22 yard run by #13 Camden Arbogast
(right) that put the ball down to the 9 yard line. Plymouth held strong
though, bending and not breaking in stopping the Cats on the one
foot line !!
However, on the very next play a simple power off right tackle the
Husky back broke free and scored on a 99 yard TD run and just like
that Plymouth turned the game around for the 19 to 6 lead. Again
Plymouth had trouble with covering the kick off as Camden Arbogast
brought the ball down to the 22 yard line. On the next play Carson
Palma would score and the Cats were in striking distance again
behind 12 to 19 at the end of the 3rd quarter.
Both offenses stalled in the 4th quarter with gang-tackling defenses
controlling the tempo. Plymouth held on just enough in preventing
the Cats from getting control of the ball holding on for the 19 to 12
final score and victory.
How’d that get there
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Everyone LOVES a Parade
By Jim Loiselle- EndZone Editor - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org

The Wildcats asked for pictures……..and boy did we get pictures. Parade pictures, Fishercat pictures, concession pictures and
game-day pictures. We can’t print them all – but we picked the best. There were lots of good pictures to select. The review
board at first wanted to select the picture of the Oscar Meyer Weiner Mobile but attributed that pick to hunger. The picture from
the Fisher cats game with the fireworks in the background was an excellent shot. Look at all those awesome action pictures
from our side-line photographers. But the selection for this weeks “Picture of the Week” is above. This wonderful shot of our
cheerleaders in front of the Town Council on Mammoth Road with our football players behind was an easy pick. The Dembkoski
Family is the winner of a prize from the Wildcat Wares Store.
We knew Elliott had to show up
eventually. He/she got a lot
taller since last year…hmmm
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Wildcat Tickets at Mel’s Funway
Do you love Go Karts and Mini Golf? Laser Tag and Batting Cages? Ice Cream? Of course you do!
Purchase discounted Funway Fun Packs from the Wildcats concession by the sheds at practice this Thursday
evening (or use the ones you already have) and show your Wildcat spirit at Mel’s Funway Park from 5pm –
9pm this Friday night, August 26th.
A portion of the proceeds from the Fun Packs purchased from the Wildcats and
ice cream sales Friday evening will benefit the Wildcats organization.
Come out and have a fun evening playing at the park and enjoying delicious
ice cream with your teammates and families! We can't wait to see you there!
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Whats an MPR ?
By Jim Loiselle- EndZone Editor - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org
Every football player plays in every game. AYF tackle football (WildCat 8U through 14U) at its heart remains an
educational and instructional program. Yes, of course scores are kept and wins are tracked but that’s not the only
thing we keep track of in AYF football.
MPR or ‘Minimum Play Rule’ is a fundamental method for ensuring that every player gets to play in every game.
We do this by counting the plays every football player is involved in until that player meets the minimum play
requirement. You may have seen this on the volunteer sign-up sheets each week. For every game (home and
away) we need 2 MPR volunteers. One volunteer goes on the opponents side line and with a formatted sheet
keeps track of the plays each player gets until that player meets the minimum requirement. They don’t do this
alone. An MPR person from the other team is watching and assisting.
On our side of the field its just the opposite. An MPR volunteer from the other team keeps track of the plays for
each WildCat player. The WildCat MPR person on our side of the field watches and helps the other teams MPR
volunteer. This trust but verify method keeps it fair and equal as both teams “watch” what each other is doing
related to MPRs.
With MPRs in play this requires some additional strategy from coaches. Each coach has their own style of
managing to the MPR rule and making sure players get playing time. One old-time coach once told me he
preferred to manage MPRs on the offensive side of the ball. As he remarked, “…if the offense makes a mistake
they give up the ball. If the defense makes a mistake they give up a touchdown.”
Many coaches will run their MPR players first. This is critical as all MPRs must be completed by the start of the 4th
quarter. The game referees will actually ask the head coaches at the start of the 4th quarter if they have met their
MPRs. If teams have not met their MPR requirement by the 4th quarter they MUST play kids on every down until
they have completed their MPRs.
Do all plays count for MPRs. YES all plays count – new for 2016 all kicking plays and point after TD runs/kicks do
count as MPR plays. Plays that end with a penalty assessed are not counted as MPR plays.
What happens if a team does not meet their MPR requirement ? Well first that should never happen. It is the
responsibility of the head coaches to make sure the rules are followed. If at the end of the day a team has not met
the MPR rule, this is forwarded to the state governing board for disciplinary action that includes fines and gamesuspensions for coaches.
So what are the minimum number of plays required. Well that
depends on the teams size, as in the number of players on the day of
the game. (NH requires more MPR’s than national or regional AYF)
31 to 36 players – 10 plays
25 to 30 players – 12 plays
19 to 24 players – 14 plays
13 to 18 players – 18 plays
So there you have the rule and some points around how coaches
manage to this important element of AYF football. Any questions at all should be brought to the attention of your
head coach.
See this link for more information - MPR Back
See you at the game !!
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